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AN APPARATUS FOR VARYING EFFECIIIVE DIHEDRAL IN FLIGHT WITH APPLICATION TO
A STUDY OF TOLERABLE DIHEDRAL ON A~CONVENTIONAL FIGHTER AIRPLANE

By ‘WILLIAMM. KAUFFMAN, CHARLES J. LIDDELL, Jr., ALLAN SMITH, and RUDOLPH D. VANDYKE, Jr.

SUMMARY

An apparatus for mr~”ng e$ectire dihedral in $ight by means
of semo actuation of the ailerons in response to ~“deslip angle is
demibed. The result8 of brief jtight tats of the apparatu~ on a
conrentimur.1jghter airplane are presented and diwussed. The
apparatus is down to hare satisfactorily simulated a wide range
of e~eciire dihederal under static and dynamic condition%.
The e$eck of a &mall amount of serro lag are shown to be meas-
urable when the apparatus is simulating small negatii”e rakes of
dihedral. Hotwrer, these efect~ were not considered by the
pilots to ~“rethe airplane an arti$cz”a[feel.

The results oj an investigation employing the apparatus to
determine the tolerable (safe for normal &hter operation) range
of e~ectire dihedral on the test airplane are presented. A surrey
oj l_n”lot8’opt”nicms was made to determine which ralues of
e$ectire dihedral were Molerable. Ii was found that ~mall
amounts oj negatire dihedral (oJ the order of —6”] as well as
dves of positire dihedral greater than .$?OOcould be tokated
by the pilot8. It was jound, in jact, that at landing-approach
speeds an e~ectire dihedral high enough (98.4°) to produce
oscillatory instability could be tolerated. The occurrence of
roUing-relocity rerersals dum.ng rudder-fxed aileron rolls with
h~h positire rakes of effectiw dihedraJ did not adrersely afect
the pilots’ opinions of the orer-all lateral bundling characteristic.
The relation between the findings of this investigation and the
present Air Force-Nay stability and control specijcations is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

For many years the A’ACA has been carrying on research
in the fieId of flying qualities of piloted airplanes. A set of
preliminary flyingqualiti~ requirements was published in
reference 1. This work and the work of other organizat iona
have led to the formulation of flyingqudities requirements
by the military services (references 2 and 3). However,
these specifications have, in general, been based on experience
with airplanes of conventional cotiguration and, hence,
with more or less conventional handling characteristics.
The use of highly swept-back -wings, triangular wings, and
wings of low aspect ratio for airplanes to be operated at very
high speeda and altitudes has introduced stability and
control characteristics -which hitherto had not been con-
sidered in 3y~-qualit.ies work. A reexamination of certain
aspects of the present flying-qualities requirements has,
therefore, been initiated. Particular emphasis is being
given to the dynamic lateral and directional motions.

As part of this program, flight tests were planned to
determine the effects of changes in effective dihedral on the
dynamic-atabilit.y characteristics of a conventional fighter
airplane. An apparatus for wmying the effective dihedral in
tight was dewloped, since this procedure was considered
necessary to isolate the ellects of stability changes on “the
airplane behavior fkom those due to other influences such as
air gustiness. This apparatus consists essentially of a

servomechanism which deflects the ailerons through a
di&rentiaI linkage in proportion to the movement of a side-
slip vane. The ability of the apparatus to si.mulat e satis-
factorily changes in dihedral of about. +9° at high speeds
without great practical difficulty led to minor modifications
in order to extend the range to approximately twice this
value. The revised apparatus thus permitted simulation of
the large dihedral range characteristic of swept, triangular,
and low-aspect-ratio plan forms. In order to determine
some of the difficulties likely to be encountered with estreme
effective dihedral, the apparatus then was employed in a
flight investigation to evaluate, from measurements and
pilots’ opinions, the tolerable limits of eflective dihedral for ‘“”--
the test airplane.

The description and fight evacuation of the dihedral-
tiect control apparatus and flight determination of the
tolerable range of effective dihedral of the test airplane have
been reported previously in references 4 and 5. This re@rt

—

combines this information into one report and includes some
additional information.

NOTATION

r. eflective dhedral, degrees
v true airspeed, feet per second
v, indicated airspeed, knots

!7 dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
s wing area, square feet

b wing span, feet
8= total aileron deflection (sum of left and .!&ht” .jl.

aileron deflections, left when left afleron h~up), .,.

degrees

(3=). 6=due to ser~o action, degrew —--

8, rudder deflection, degrees
6g aiIeron tab deflection (positive when tab located

on Ieft deron is up), degrew

If lateraI stick deflection, degrees
529
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IateraI stick force, pounds
eideslip angIe, degrees
bank angle, degrees
rolling velocity, radians per second
period of oscillation, seconds
time for oscillation to damp to half amplitude,

seconds
number of cycles for osciJation to damp to half

amplitude _
time for oscillation to doubIe amplitude, seconds

(
rolling moment

rolhg-moment coefficient
i qsb )

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with

()
?)(?,

respect to sideslip angle ~ , per degree

rate of change of rdhng-moment, coefficient, with

‘-i’ie’ka~’e[al
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with

(–)
M?,

aaeron ‘e flection baa ‘ J?er ‘e~ee

aileron servo-gearing ratio””

aiIeron tab servo-gearing ratio

chnge in Clfl due to serva action, per degree

ratio of amplitude of rolIing veIocity to ampli-
tude of sideslip angle of the oscillatory mode,
per second

ratio of amplitude of angle “ofbank to ampIitude
of sideslip angle of the. oscillatory mode

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

TEST NBPLANE

The airplane used in the investigation wm a conventional
propeIlerdriven, lovr-midwing, single-place. fighter airplane.
A three-view drawing of the airplane as instrumented for
flight tests is given in figure 1.

El?FECTIVE-DIHRDRALCONTllOL APPARATUS

Theory and design conditions,-llihedral effect can be
expressed qua.n ti tativcJy by the stability coefficient Cld, tho

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of
sideslip. The design of the present apparatus is based on
the fact that a change in apparent Cld can km obtained from

actuation, by a servomechanism with an output motion ~
proportional to sideslip angle /3, of a control surface which
produces rolling moment, T]~en

(1)

I?relimina.ry investigation showed that the most practicable
method of obtaining Iarge servo-actuated rolling-moment
coefficients proportional to sidesfip angle on the test airplane
was by use of the normal aiIerons. In order to simulate
changes in CM, the servo motion of the ailerons should not
be accompanied by any resultant movement of the stick or
increment in lat era,l stick force. This condition arises from

I

i
\ s[de%~ ;;;or&r

Vane fkr
dihedral apparafus

“1
Airspeed head

7,5’

1’

FImJaEI.—-view dmw[ngofthe test alrplenc. Wingareaj 334SQ[t: m~poctratio, M
tamr ratio,0.5.

the fact _that the aileron stick-deflection and stick-fmcc
gradients d6/dp ancl dF/d/3required for balance in study
straigh~ siclcslips me, to a pilot, measures of the stick-fixed
and stick-free dihedral effect. ln order to obtain rlmnges in
dtl/d~ and apparent stick-fixed Clfl, a differential linkage is

required in the control system, with aileron ddlcction aa &
output and pilot-applied stick motion and an indrpmdw L
servo motion as inputs. The maximum value of servo-grar
ratio (M@9)s -which tlwn cau be utilized is rcetxktd in t~~o
ways: 13%et, the masimum servo-at tuated aileron dcficction
must bdrnited to allow the pilot sufficient ailrron deflection
for normal maneuvering and emergency control; and, sccow.1,
the sideslip-angle range over which the apparatus is opwaLivc
for any servo-gear ratio must be greater than Ll~atI W=
count mod during the d wired maneuvers. These rcstricLions
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become more severe as airspeed is decreased, since both the
pilotrrequired aileron control and the sidedip-angle range
then generally increase.

In order to obtain changes in dF@~ and apparent stick-free
C~6, a means of canceling the hinge moment due to servo-

actuated cleflect ion of the ailerons is rec~uired, since with
common differential linkages the entire hinge moment is
transmitted back to the stick. It was desired for the first
teats that the ratio of the stick-free value of C’ldto the stick-

fhed value remain constant as the stick-fixed value was
changed. This leads to the requirement that the stick-free
value be zero when the stick-fixed value is zero, which is
equivalent to assuming that the change in aileron hinge
moment with sidedip is zero. The desired effect is appro.m”-
mated on the present installation by servo actuation of the
aileron trim tab to furnish an aileron hinge moment equal
and opposite to that arising from the servo-actuated aileron
mot ion. As was the case for the aileron system, a cWeren-
t.ial gearing with tab angle as the output motion and the tab
servo and pilot-actuated trim-tab motions as inputs is
required.

M.bough the discussion thus far has been confined to the
static flight conc]ition of steady straight sideslips, a similar
explanation which yields sindar requirements cam be
developed for maneuvers in which sideslip angle varies
rapidly. The ideal servomechtmiem for producing a change
in CIP which is constant under any d.yuamic condition would

be one with an output. motion always in phase with, and a
constant proportion of, the input quantity. Deviations of
actual servomechanisms from this ideal cause unckired
variations in CIP.

Aileron drive system,—There are a number of mechanisms
which will give the desired differential aileron motion, and
the choice between them depends on the particuhr control
s-ystem under considerate ion. The linkage which -was used
for the test airplane is illustrated schematically in figure 2.
In the original aileron circuit, lateral stick motion imparted
a corresponding angular motion to a control horn attached
to the forward end of a torque tube which was supported by
two fixed lMwings. This rotation was transmitted as a
linear motion by push rods attached by self-ahirg bearings
to the horn. In the modified installation an additional
torque-tube bear~m was attached to the fusel~oe structure
just forward of the stick. The torque tube was cut imme-
diately forward oft his bearing and a universal joint inst shed.
The original forward fixed bearing was replaced by two
bearings. The one nearest the torque-tube horn restrains
the tube -rerticaIIy by means of roller guides but permits the
tube to rotate in a horizontal plane about the vertical axis
of the universal joint. The second bearimg is bolted to a
plate which is also free to rotate in a horizontal plane about
the vertical a-xis of the uni-rersal joint. This plate is at-
tached by cables to a drum on the servo motor and rotates
in a horizontal plane when the drum rotates. Tlms, the
forward portion of the torque tube svcingg about the uni-
versal joint. when the servo responds to a sideslip signal.
The torque-tube horn and the aileron push rods then move
laterally if the stick is held fkecl, and this motion results in
au aileron def!ect ion proportional to drum rotation. The
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pilot stiII can apply in the normal manner any additional
desired &ileron deflection up to the maximum in either
direction. The kinematics of the revised system are shown
in figure 3, in which total aileron deflection & (the sum of
left and right aileron angles) is plotted as a function of
Iateral stick deflection d for neutral and maximum teat servo
positions. These curves and additional data obtained at
intermediate servo positions showed that, as is desired, tlw
gearings M@ and (ZhMV), are nearly comtant over the
avaiIabIe ranges of & and 8.

Aileron servomechanism.—The akron and tab servo-
mechanisms were developed from an electric amplidyne
system normally used for remote control of aircraft gun
turrets. This system was chosen on the basis of signal-
system and motor-output requirements, applicability to
aircraft, and availability. A eimplhied electrical circuit
diagram of the installation is given in figure 4. The error-
measuring portion of the aileron servomechanism is essentially
a t,wo-potentiometer bridge circuit with a 30-volt 400-cy de
power supply. Oue potentiometer is geared mechanically
to a yaw vane located on a boom extending forward from the
left wing tip of the airplane. The second potentiometer is
connected to the aileron servo motor- With the yaw vane

and servo motor initially neutral, the bridge circuit is at
one balance point. When the vane is Mcctcd through an .
angIe of sideslip d, an error signal is supplied by Lhe t.midgo
to the amplifier. The amplified signal, converted to Jirccb -
current, is fed to the field of an amplidyne genemtor, the 1
armature of which is driven continuously at constant speed ‘
by the direct-current amplid~e motor. The general outpub
voltage, of a polarity and magnitude determined by LhG
error signal, is applied to the armature of the reversible
separately excited direct-current aileron servo motor. Tho
generator output voltage determines the direction nnd speed
of the servo-motor rotation, which moves the torquo tube
and attached potentiometer in the direction which tends to
balrmc~.the bridge circuit at u new point corrwponding to 13
and (6.),. The servo gearing @&/t19)c can bo altered
through the switch S1, which iu effect variea the bridgo
unbalance voltage per degree sideslip. The sign of (Wb9],,
Rnd thus (Acre),, ean bo reversed by switch &.

Aileron tab drive and servomechanism.-Thc ratio
(d&kf&). of the tab motion to aileron motion required to
balance the hinge moment due to swvo-actuatd aileron
motion. was determined from preliminary flight twts.
Insufficient total power of the original trim tab ncccesitat.wi
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an increase of both the mea and the control throw of the
tab, which was located on the left aileron. Brief flight. tests
with this revised tab yieIded a due of (d8tfd6=).of — 1.15,
which was used for the present tests. Although the stand-
ard aileron trim-tab drive linkages passed near the aileron
servo-motor location in the cockpit, it was not possible to
utiIize this servo motor in obtaining the desired tab action
(d&/dQ, because of excessive lost motion in the tab
linkages between cockpit and tab surface. Therefore, a
srparate servo motor was inst ailed in the left wing to drive
the tab more directly. As indicated by figure 4, the tab
servo electrical circuit is similar to the aileron circuit, al-
though seLsyns are used in place of potentiometers in the
signal network. Error signals arising from rotation of the
selsyn attached to the aileron servo result in motions of the
tab servo and selsyn which tend to reduce the error to zero.
The pilot is furnished with a trim-tab control -which, when
rotated, acts through differential gearing to rotate the aileron
motor selsyn and, hence, the aileron tab.

Servomechanism controls and operating procedure.-The
location of the aileron drive system and associated cockpit.

Fmrrm 6.-Vfew of coekpIt Interiorshowingaileronserwdrfve and mntrol components.

controls is shown in fibmre 5. When the apparatus is oper-
ated in flight, the error-signal circuits are energized fit.
The desired value of @&/b~), then is set with the servo-
ge~~ ratio-seIector svi-itch, -which gives values ranging
from matimum positil-e to ma~um negative in six approx-
imately equal increments. The use of ammeters -which
indicate the aileron servo error signal reduce the possibility

of abrupt motions -ivhich might occur if the servomot or were
energized with the airphme at a sizabIe angle of sideslip.
The pilot, by use of the rudder, reduces the error signal to

-----

zero and then places the entire system in operation by switch-
ing on the aileron amplidyne. C~~es in ~1~ then are

easily obt ainabIe at any time by reducing the sideslip angle --
to zero and moving the servo-gearing selector switch. Both
the aileron and the tab drives are equipped with Iimit

.—

switches and with locking and emergency drive circuits
which permit the pilot to lock or return to neutral the” torque
tube and tab in the event of malfunctioning.

INSTRUME.NTATTON

%ndard ATACA photographically recording instruments
were used to measure as a function of time the following
variables: indicated airspeed; pressure altitude, applied
aileron control force; angular positions of the aileron surfaces,
aileron tab, aileron servo drum, forward port ion of the aileron -
torque tube in the horizontal plane, rudder, and stick; side-
slip angle; and airplane rolling and yawing velocities. A
free-stivelhng pitot-static head mounted on a boom ex-
tending forvmrd from the right wing tip was used for airspeed
and altitude measurements. The recording sideslip vane
was mounted on a boom from the right wing at appro.umately
the same Iocation rdative to the wing as the vane on the
left wing tip for the dihedral apparatus. (&e fig. 1.)

I. EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVE-DIHEDRAL CONTROL
APPARATUS

The results presented in this part. of the report are based
on data obtained dur@ the first flights of the test airpIane
made with the complete effectivedihedraI control apparatus
in operation. The primary pur~se of these early tests was
to determine, from recorded data and pilots’ opinions, the
ability of the apparatus to simulate changes in stick-lid.
and stick-free dihedral effect under static and dynamic
flight conditions.

TESTS AND RESULTS

Although data were obtained at several airspeeds and
values of servo gearing @M%3)8, results presented herein
are confined to the normaI airplane (servo inoperative) and
to the maximum inithd test values of (M@), or (AC’JJ,

at a nominal indicated airspeed of 300 knots. The data
presented are typicaI, and these test conditions approximate
those originally considered in the design of the apparatus.
Operation under static fight conditions was studied in
steady straight siddips and under dynamic conditions in
abrupt rudder kicks and cockpit-controIs-fixed lateraI
oscillations.

Steady straight sideslips.-The aileron and tab deflections
supplied by servo action and the net balancing aileron deflec-
tion and stick force supplied by the pilot are plotted in
figure 6 as a function of sidesdip angIe for the three test
servo-gearing ratios. All quantities represent changes from
the wings-level trim condition. Corrections for distortion
in the aileron servo drive system (between t-he aileron servo-
motor and the torque tube) have been made.
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FIOUU6.—LateralcontrolcharacteristicsIn steadyskdght sldeeliW VAWCI hIots.

The following formuIa was used in computing the values
of sticls-fied Clfl noted in figure 6

(2)

wlmrc a vahm of Capof —0.45 “wasobtained from reference 6.

Abrupt ruclcler-fised aileron-roll flight tests gave a value of
–0.(J0215 for d(pb/2V)/d&(corrected approximately for
effects of sideslip), and ?M@3 is the pilot-applied curve
slope from figure 6. Also shown for comparison are values
of the stick-fixed effective dihcchd angle I?8computed from
the equation

(3)

where a value of CIB/r, of –0.000225per degree squared

was obtained from reference 6.

Abrupt rudder kicks,-TkpiIot abruptly deflected and
held the rudder pedals wbde the stick was held fixed Several
clifferent rudder deflections, left and right, were employed
for each servo-gearing ratio, Typical time histories show-
ing the motions of the control surfaces and airplane are
presented in figure 7. The computed aileron deflect.ione due
to servo action for an ideal servomechanism (no time lag)

are shown for comparison with the measured values. The
variation of the maximum value of the rolling pmwmcler
pb/lWwith change in rudclcr deflection ALI, for thwc ma.
neuvers is given in figure 8 (a). The ratio of pb/217for uniL
A& for each servo-gearing ratio to the vahw for the normal
airplane -was computed flom the slopes of these curves and
is shown in figure 8 (b) as a function of tlIe corrcsprmling
static stick-fixed effective dihedral nnglr, A similur prw
clicted curve computed by the method of reference 7 is shown
for comparison.

Controls-fixed lateral osculations,-Lateral oscillations
were induced from an initial stewly-sidedip atl-itudo by
abruptly returning and hcdding the rudder pedals and con-
trol stick in trim position. Typical time histories of th
control deflections, including the compu Led aileron motion
supplied by an ideal scrvomeclwmism, aud rcsuIt.ant air-
plane motions are given in figure 9. The absoIute value+
of serv&app]ied aileron deflection shown in figure 9 arc
probably in error because of initial misalinement ULtho trim
sideslip angle. This factor is not important, however,
because~ly the time variation of thii quantiLy has finy
significance here. The oscillation period P and number of
cycles to damp to one-half amplitude CM were .dehrnincd
from the time histories of sideslip angIe, aniI nre plot tecl”iil
figure 10 as a function of effective dihedral angle I’,. Values
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of P and C~ predicted by the method of reference 8 are
ho showKL In generaI, the best available data on the mass
and aerodynamic characteristics were. employed in the
computations, but minor adjustments were made to give
correlation for the normal airplane in orcley to facilitate
comparison of the measured and prdickd effects Of Gr

DISCUSSION

Characterfstios of effective-dihedral control in steady
sideslipst —During steady sideslips, the pilots noted lhaL
the apparatus did not cause the airplane to have an artificitil
feel; that is, it caused no significant dfierencc in the handling
characteristics of the airplane from those which would bc
expected of an airplane with actual dihedral of the magni-
tudes being simulated by the appnrat us. Figure 6 shows
desirable smooth and linear variations of piloL-uppliwl aileron
deflection and stick force with sidcslip angle with the appti-
ratus in operation. The slope of the pilot-applied ailmm-
deflection curve varies, for the maximum test tiileron servo-
gearing ratios, from a large stable value to a noticeably
~tab~v~ue, corresponding to a s~ick-fixed Crprange from

–0.0033 to 0.0006 and a I’, range from 14.9° to —Z’l”.
Since the normal value of I’. is 6.3°, the servo action caused
about +.9° change. The slope of the stick-force curve varies
from a large stable value to ..approximatcly zero, indicating
large @umges in stick-free dihedral efkcL. How7eycr,. the.
force-curve elope is zero when the aileron+leflection-cfivc
aIope is unstable; thus, the desired condition that tho stiek-
free Cl~ and the stick-fixed CJPequal zero at the same geal~ng

ratio was not accorupIished for these tasts. Thii condi-
tion could be rectified by increasing the tab servo-gcaiing
ratio (d&/d&), or the tab effectiveness. The latter solution

appeared preferab~e in the present application hecausc of
possible loss in effectiveness of the tab at the large dcflectiofis
which would result from increases in (d&/cZ&J,. The tub

chord was increased for the tests reported in part 11 of this
report “and the desired results were more closely approxi-
mated,. I The” sizable r, range from 14.9° to —2&0, JVKIC1l
was ob~iined in these tests, corresponds closely to that
originally desired for the investigate ion of the high-speed
dynamic lateral characteristics with the testi airplane. Howe-
ver, as more data and experience Were gained witl~ t ~C

apparattis, the aileron servo-gearing ratio was incrcascd [O
give aljout twice the iuitiql AI’, of * 9° sO that the c~wac-
teriatiw of a much wider rango of configurations could hc
studied in part II.

Characteristics in abrupt rudder kioks.-The response in
roI.1 to a given abrupt rudder deflection is one measure of
dihedr~l effect The rolling-velocity curves of figure 7 show
that, qualitatively, the apparatus successfully simulated large
changes in dihedraI effect under these severe dynamic con
ditions; the changes in maximum rolling velocity with acrvo-
gea.ring ratio (and static I’,) are readily apparent. It is seen
that the actual servo-applied aileron deflection is in good
agreement with the values compuLed from the sideslip tmglc
for an ideal servo, except for a time lag of about 0.1 second
d~ing the initiaI portion of the maneuver. The records and
computations showed that this time lag did not have a serious
dect ~ the rcdhg response in simulating positive chtmgcs
in rc (fig. 7 (b)), but that it caused an undmired initial ro~ing
response when attempting to simulate small negative values
Of r.. - With the apparatus set for 17,= –2,7°, tlw mrasurcd
response to left rudder deflection showed an initial small left
rolling velocity prior to the development of right rolhng
velocity (fig. 7 (c)). The computed response showed righL
rolling velocity throughout the maneuver. There was good
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agreement, however, between the values of computed and
measured maximum rolling velocity and the times at which
they occurred. Additional step-by-step response calculations
were made, and the results showed that a lag of 0.1 second
would account for the undesired initial left roll. Close exam-
ination of position-recorder data showed that the lag in servo-
applied aileron deflection was due partially to Iag in the servo-
mechanism response and partially to stretch in the servo-
control system between the servo motor and the torque
tube. Suitable minor adjustments in the electrical circuit
might improve the servo response in future tests. Reduction
of the lag due to stretch could be accomplished by a reduction
in the flexibility and inertia of the control system, but this
would necessitate major changes in the present apparatus.

The effect of this small amount of lag was noticeable
to the pilots, but, in their option, it did not cause the air-
plane to have an artificial. feel. To the piIots, the smaII
amount of reverse rolling velocity appeared as an effect of
yawiqg velocity, and their opinion was that the apparatus
satisfactorily simulated changes in dihedral.

A quantitative measure of the effect of the apparatus in
changing the rolling response in abrupt rudder kicks is given
by figure S. The small initial undesired rolling motion at
the —2.7 0 I’, setting was ignored in deriving these data. It-
is seen from figure 8 (a) that the ma.xirmun value of the
rolling parameter pb/21“ per unit rudder deflection, a meas-
ure of dihedral effect,was varied over the wide range from
the normal value of 0.005 to 0.011 and –0.002. Figure 8 (b)
shows good agreement between the measured and predicted
effects of l?. on the rohg response, and thus indicates that
the effects of the desired changes in r. are simulated by the
apparatus under severe dynamic conditions.

The initial small adverse rolling motion experienced in
rudder kicks when the apparatus was used to simulate the
—2.7° value of 17cdid not pro-re a serious detlciency in ap-
plying the apparatus to the further dynamic-stability studies
discussed in part II. This effect was most noticeable when
attempting to simulate small negativuIihedraI efhmt. &
more negative values of r. were obtained by increasing the
servo gearing, the initial left rolling velocity foLIowing a left
rudder kick decreased and the ultimate right rolling velocity
increased to the point where the undesired initial motion
was not noticeable to the pilot.

Characteristics in lateral oscillations,-As was the case for
the rudder kicks, the servo-applied aileron deflection lags
the sidwdip angIe a small amount in the lat era_l-oscillation
time histories shown in figures 9 (b) and 9 (c). There are
occasional smaII irregukities in the servo-output motion,
but the agreement between actual and ideal aileron deflec-
tion ia considered good. The time histories show that,
qualitatively, the apparatus simulatw the effects of changes
of (?l~ on lateraI-oscillation characteristics. Compared to

the normaI characteristics (fig. 9 (a)), the increased excita-
tion of the rolling motion and the decreased damping of the
airplane motions caused by an increase in dihedral effect
(fig. 9 (b)) are apparent. With a sJ.ight “negative dihedral
effect (fig. 9 (c)), the rdhng motion is small, and the air-
plane motions are rapidly damped.

Fair quantitative agreement between measured and pre-
92477%5145

dieted effects of changes in effective dhedral on oscillation ___
period and damping are show-n in figure 10. The dis-
crepancies at the —2.7” static effective-dihedral-angle
setting may be due in part to diflicultiea in accurately
evaluating the oscillation flight data when, as in this case,
the damping is high, and due in part to the slight rudder
motions which the piIot was unable to eliminate. Both
the measured and predicted effects of I’d on the period are
smal The measured decrease in damping with increas@g
r. is appro.tiately the same as that given by the predictions,
which shows that deviations of the aileron servo charac-
teristics from the ideal did not. have a serious effect on the
airplane damping.

IL DETERMINATION OF TOLERABLE RAINGEOF EFFECTIVE
DIHEDRAL

Mer the evaluation flights reported in part 1 the first
application of the variable dihedrd apparatus was a fight
determination of the tolerable range of effective dihedral
on the. test airplane. Aa indicated previously, the serv~
gearing ratios used for these tests were approximately twice
the values used during the tests reported in part I, and the
aileron tab was increased in size to give a more favorable
reIat ion between stick-fixed and stick-free dihedral effects.

PROCEDURE

Quantitative data were gathered during steady straight
sideslips, rudder-fixed aileron rolls, ancl lat erd oscillations.
The lateral oscillations were excited in the same manner
as previously discussed in part I.

A survey of pilots’ opinions was made among five pilots .
in a series of flights separate from those during which quan-
titative measurements were made. Four were 2TACA test
pilots and one was a service pilot; aII were highly experienced
with fighter-type aircraft. The piIots were requested to
report their opinions (in the form of answers to specific ___
questions) with regard to the damping and period of the
oscillations, the r=ponse to gusts in rough air, their abiIity
to coordinate during turn entries and exits, and the general
flying qualities.

The fright conditions chosen for the -investigation were
as foIIows:

Landing-approach condition.-In this condition the indi-
cated airspeed was 90 knots, the flaps -were extended, and
the landing gear was retracted. The engine power used
w-as that necessary for level flight. Mnety knots was about
the lowest speed at which the servo-appIied aileron angle
caused by the wings-level sideslip angle was su.t%ciently
small to allow reasonable maneuvers without exceeding the
limits of the apparatus. The gear was retracted in order h
keep the drag, the propeller Ioad~~, and, hence, the wings-
Ievel sidedip angle to a minimum.

Cruising condition, —The indicated airspeed was 180 knots
for this condition; flaps and gear were up. The engine
power used -was that necessary for Ievel fight. This speed
was not so high as to require diving or high engine power
for level flight (as -was the case at the 300-knot test speed
of part I), but it was suf%ciently high that further increases
in speed would mean only smalI changes in lift and thrust
coefficients.
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Eigh-speed condition.-l%e indicated airspeed was 250
knots. Flaps and gear were up. It was necessary to fly the
airplane in a slight dive at this speed in order to eliminate
the necessity of using excessive engine power for long periods.
Because of this time-consuming procedure, the testing in
this condition was limited to a brief evaluation of the
characteristics in steady sidealips and Iateral oscillations and
of pilots’ opinions for three pilots.

AN flights were made at a pressure altitude of approxim-
ately 7,000 feet. Because of its experimental nature the
apparatus was not used in flight close to the ground.

RSSC%TSAxD DISCIXSIOX

Measurement of the effective dihedral,-Figures 11 and
12 are presentations of the pertinent data obtained during
steady, straight sideslips in the landing-approach and
cruising conditions, respect ively. PiIot-applied total aileron
deflection and aileron stick force are shown as functions of
sideslip angIe. Since the test speeds during this investiga-
tion were lower than those empIoyed in part I, the sideslip
tingIes deve~operl during rudder-fi~ed aileron rolls (and the
associated adveme effect on @/217 were greater. Hence, the
method of evaluating CIP and I’, from sideslip data used in

part I was not used in evahating the data of figures 11 and

12. Instead, values of CI* for the two test conditions were

taken from wind-turmeI t[sts of a !.+scale model of the test
airplane, and these values, together with the variations of
pilot-applied aileron deflection with sideslip shown in
figures 11 and 12, made possibIe the computation of Clp for

each servo set ting. The same value of ~@’, of – 0.000225

per degree squared used in part I was used to compute the
values of 17c.

It is seen in figures 11 and 12 that in the Ianding-approach
condition l?. was varied from —1S.2° to 2S.4°, and in the
cruising condition from —12.4° to 24.4°. The corresponding
-mlues of Cl$ are noted in the figures. The nider range of

r, covered in the approach condition m compared with that
covered in the cruising condition was caused by higher
aileron effecti~eness in the approach condition. Sufficient.
sideslip data (not presented here) were obtained in the high-
speed condition to show that I’Cdid not change for a given
setting of the apparatus ~-hen the airspeed vms changed
from 180 knots to 250 knots.

Oscillatory oharaoteristics of the airplane.-Time histories
of typical cent rol-il..ed oscillations in the Ianding-approach
condition with the apparatus set for effective dihed.mls of
28.4°, 5.3° (normal airplane, apparatus inoperative), and
–3.1° are shomn in figure 13. Figure 14 shows similar time

77me, sec

{al F,, 2M”. (b) r- 53”. (c) r- -s.1o.
FIGC+E13_-Tfmehktorfesof t@d cmtml-!lsed Merai CseilIaticm. bding-sDgrmch mndk[on.
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histories for the crmsing condition with effective dihedrals
of 24.40-, 6.2° (normal air@lane), and zero. It is seen. that,
with I’,=28.4° in the approach condition, the airplane ex-
hibited slight oscillatory instability.

The period and damping of oscillations such as those shown
in figures 13 and 14 wera measured for other .dihechd WAings
and for the high-speed condition. .The average valu~ are
shown as functions of effective dihedral in figure 15. The
time to double amplitude of 38 seconds for the landing-
approach condition with 28.4° dihedral is arbitrarily shown
in a region of approximately neutral stability. No points are
shown for negative l’. because, as seen in figure 13, the damp-
ing was so high that evaluation of period and damping was
virtually impossible.

Characteristics in rudder-tied aileron rolls,—Time his-
toriee of typical rudder-fixed aileron rolls for the landing-
approach condition with the apparatus set for efTective di-
hedrala of 28.4°,22.7°, 14.2°, and 5.3° (normal airplane with
apparatus inoperative) am shown in figure 16. Smihm time
histories for the cruising condition tith effective dihedrals of
24.4°, 18.2°, 12.9°, and 6.2° are shown in figure 17. It is
seen that rolling-veIocit y reversals occurred in the landing-
approach condition with effective dihedrals greater than that
of the normal airplane and in the cruising condition with 24.4°
effective dihedral.

Reduction of these data to the conventional plots of the
aikon-effectiveness criterion pb/2Vagainst aileron deflec-
tion was not done because the dihedral apparatus is effective
over only a limited range of sideelip angle, and the usable
aileron deflection during rolls is thereby limited. However,

it was estimated from the available data that the pb/217 for
fuII aileron deflection would be well below the required valuo
of 0.07 (referencw 2 and 3) with the high positive clihwh-als
in the Ianding-approrich condition.

Pilots’ opinions, —F~re 18 is a. graphic summary of the
ptiots’ opinions of the over-all lateral handling Chaructwis( ics
in which pilots’ opinions are shown as n function of effcctivo
dihedral.

The term “intolerfible” m used here means something
worsdban objectionable, but do= not necessarily mmm un-
flyable. It deecribes a condition which would be cmsiclmod
dangerous in normal fighter operation.

The term “tolerable” describes a condition which wouhl
not be dangerous in normal fighter operation, but which is
not nece9sariIy desirable or pleasant.

A “good” condition is not only safe, but is also a desimlk
or pleasant condition.

The rolling-velocity reversals which occurred in ruddcr-
&ed aiIeron rolls with high values of effcrt.ive dihe(iral
(figs, 16 and 17) did not adversely af?ect the pilots’ opii]ions
of the over-all lateral handling characteristics shown in figure
18, ahhough such reversals are unacceptable acconiing to
references 2 and 3. One feature of high dihedral whirh was
very desirable to the pilots in the landing-approach condition
-was the effectiveness of the rudder in producing roll, Thus,
for this airphme, the high rate of roll due to the ruddm more
than offseb the low values of rolhg velocity, and the rcvcraal
in rolling velocity due to aileron deflection. The require-
ments of references 2 and 3 would, therefore, seem too strin-
gent _in this case.
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able and the other intolerable. The diftlcufty in controlling
the oscillations in the cruisii condition was finaIly attributed
by the piIots to the high rolling ~elocities. These tigher
rolling velocities are apparent when figure 14 (a) is compared
with figure 13 (a). It seems, then, that a pmioddamping
relationship cannot, in itself, define all of a pilot’s concepts
I]f the Iateral+namic-st ability characteristics, at least -when
extreme values of effective dihedral are considered. It woulcl
seem that a limitation should be placecl on the rolhng response
to some form of yfiwing or sideslipping disturbance. The
reduction of these concepts to a concrete, numerical criterion
is a problem which deserves consideration in future -work.

A possible criterion on which a limitation might be placed
is the ratio of the amplitude of the rolling velocity to the
amplitude of the sideslip angle in the oscillatory mode as
measured in lateral oscillations such as were made for this
investigation. Another possible criterion worthy of future
study is the ratio of the amplitude of angle of bank to that of
the angle of sideslip, perhaps as a function of period. For

purposes of future reference, the above-mentioned quantities
were evaluated from the clat a gathered during this invest iga.-

tion and are presented in table I together with the periods,
the effective dihedrals, and the pilots’ opinions of the over-all
lateral handling characteristics.

The minimum tolerable effective dihedrd in the lancling-
approach condition is seen in figure 1S to be about —7°.
Tilth I’C=– 10.7°, the adverse rding response to rudder
control (left roll with right- rudder) was considered by the
pilots to be intolerably rapid for a landing approach. It
should be noted here, however, that, ahhough all flights -mere
made at altitude, the piIots based their opinions on the con-
sideration of the use of the airpkme for field landings. It is
believed that, due to lo-wer approach speeds and the necessity
for rapid maneuvem during wa~edf, the minimum tolerable
effective dihedral for carrier landings would be less negative.

The minimum tolerable effecti~e dihedral in the cruising
and high-speed conditions is show-n in figure IS to be about
—5°. Tilth r.=–~.l”, the rolling response to gusts and the
adverse rolling response to rudder control when corrections
-were made -were so rapid that the pilot had to be constantly
on the controls, a situation which, the pilots beliewd, would
be intolerable from the standpoint of fatigue on flights of
normal duration.

IL was the opinion of the pilots that the optimum values of
effective di.hedrd irmestigated were 6.2° (normal airpkme
without apparatus) for the cruising and high-speed conditions
and 14.2° for the landing-approach condition. They thought
more than normal amounts of dihedral were desirable in the
approach condition because of the good response in roil to
rudder control. It is noteworthy that this is the direction of
the variation of effective dihedral with lift coefficient for
swept-back wings; that is, increasing lift coefficient results in
increasing effective dihedral.

Consideration of the resuhs with respect to the ftying-
qualities sDeoiftcations.-Examination of references 2 and 3
indicates that the requirements whicl probably limit the
designer’s choice of effecti~e dihedral in most cases are, for
the lower limit-, the requirement that static effective dihedral
be positive ancl, for the upper limit, the prohibition of rolling-
velocity reversal during aiIeron rolls and the osci.llat ion
perioddamping requirement (Q. 19). Information gathered
during this investigation has indicated thtit, if these require-
ments are met tith an airplane similar to the test airplane,
the result ant lateral-stability characteristics will certainly be
satisfactory. The in-restig&tion has further indicated, how-
ever, that, if necessary, small negative values of effective
dihedral can be toleratecI and that the upper bit of dihedral
is determined by some criterion other than a restriction
rtgaimt rolling-velocity reversal during aileron rolls or a
perioddamping relationship. The tolerable amount of nega-
tive dihedral is apparently related to the growth of rolling
motion following a yawing-moment disturbance.

The speci6c values of the limits of tolerable effective
dihedral determined in the present investigation, of course,
cannot be appIied generally to all airplanes. It. is beliered
that an in-restigation should be conducted mith control over
other stabiIity parameters, such as directiomd stability and
directional clamping, as well as control o-ier effective dihedral.
With such additional control, it -wouId be possible to m.ry
the charact erist.ics of the airplane motion (period, damping,
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response, spiral divergence) which seem to be important to
the pilots over a much wider range than is possible at present.
The formulation of more generally applicable conclusions
should thereby be made possible.

CONCLUSIONS

A flight investigation to evaluate a device for varying
effective dihedral and to determine the tolerable (safe for
normal fighter operation) limits of effective dihedral at
landing-approach, cruising, and high speeds for a con-
ventional fighter airplane resulted in the following con-
clusions:

1. The device permits large changes in stick-fixed and
stick-free dihedral effect to be made readily in flight. The
apparatus exhibited a small amount of lag during dynamic
maneuvers whic~ although perceptible to the pilots, was
not considered by them to cause any significant change
in the feel of the airplane from that of an airplane with
similar dihedral.

2. An effective diiedral as ~tigh as 28.4° did not cause the
airplane to exhibit intolerable stability and cotI trol char-
acteristics at landing-approach speed, even though it caused
rolling-velocity reversals in rudder-fixed aileron rolls and
even though the airplane was oscillatorily unstable. It
appears that this was because the period was long, the
rolling velocities experienced in rough air were 10W, and the
rudder was very effective in producing roll.

3. The maximum tolerable effective dihedral at cruising
and high speeds was indicated to be about 22°. With
higher values of dihedral the large and poorly damped roll-
ing motions caused by rough air made the lateral oscillations
diflicult to cmtml.

4. The minimum tolerable .&ective dihedral at landing-
approach speed was indicated from pilots’ opinions formed
during flights at altitude to bo about –7° for field landings.
With more negative values the advera~ lolling response to
rudder control (left roll with right rudder) was considered
to be dangerously high for an approach.

5. The minimum tolerable effective dihedral at cruising
and high speeds was indicated to be about —5°. With more
negative values, the rolling response to gusts and the adverse
roiIing response to rudder control were so rapid that, in
rough air, the pilot had to be conetantIy on the controls,
a situation which was considered dangerous from the stand-
point of fatigue for flights of mormal duration.

AMES AERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

MOFFETIT mELD, CALXF., JIug. i?4,1949.
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TABLE I.—VALUES OF POSSIBLE CRITERIA FOR LI MI TA-
TION OF POSITIVE EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL AS MEASURED
ON TIl?Z TEST AIRPLANE

r. P
(M (@ 2) (Ys!c, 1$1 oplnlon
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